
Learn on call, teaching conversational English to
underprivileged students in India. It was one of the most
exhilarating opportunities, revolutionising the potential for
education. Sessions were conducted over zoom to connect
minds and support our students to create a better future.
The sessions collaborated with an infamous NGO aimed at
SDG goal 4 (Quality Education) in India- Sampoornashiksha;
they helped us find the students who required support. As a
result, we were successfully able to inspire 60+ students for
the past two years with this initiative, and we intend to
continue it for the 3rd consecutive year. 
We were able to embed our concept over to a global
audience at the ICAN Global Summit, held at the EXPO 2020
India Pavilion, wherein it was presented to over six different
countries who travelled across the globe to view the young
innovators of UAE. We were truly able to showcase our
initiative whilst meeting people who were similarly
passionate about similarly outstanding projects

About Us
We are Team Inclusive from Cambridge International School
Dubai, UAE. Originating from the Country of the future, our prime
goal focuses on striving to provide Quality Education to children
in various aspects, including entrepreneurship, innovation,
literature and UN SDGs. We hope to equip GEN-Zs with skills for
the future by providing them with exponential
possibilities/opportunities; by doing so, we are already
radicalizing change to create a better, brighter, innovative,
inclusive and equity-focused future. From tutoring conversational
English to underprivileged students in our Native land worldwide. 

Learn On Call
Please click on the picture

to access the video  

Metaverse Challenge
CIS Innovators have to create revolutionising solutions to
tackle problems in Metaverse or use Metaverse to find
sustainable solutions to solve challenges in the real-world
related to the UN SDG goals. 

Please click on the picture
to access the page  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GHkE67dZgD6WeNIyBfBh-CfbQHyGuilZ/view
https://aasthadas.notion.site/CIS-Innovation-Day-Challenge-2022-232b76ac03324df59c73d42fdd93e7e6


 Innovation is the process of bringing an idea
to life. CIS gives an opportunity to all its
students to showcase their inventions on 
different platforms. One of which is the
Global Innovation Challenge.  It expects
students to develop unique solutions to
resolve the 17 SDG goals. To felicitate these
students who have the great minds to bring
a change in this world and encourage
students who are afraid to step up and share
their solutions. 
 

CIS Innovators were challeneged to create
solution to make every day living (such as
restraunts, supermarkets, metros) more
inclusive for those who are amongst
people of determination. We had a guest
speaker, Mr.Arindum Baneerje (Renowned
Published Author and A Faculty Member
at SP Jain College) conduct a SPRINT
challenge session for more than 50 CIS
future makers. 

DYSF programs are uniquely designed to complement the
object ives of  Expo 2020,  Global  Sustainable Development
Goals  and Mohammed bin Rashid Al  Maktoum's vis ion 2021.
Under our program, entrepreneurs and teams wil l  get  the
opportunity to bui ld tract ion and funding by establ ishing a
cr it ical  support  network of  local  startup experts  invested
in their  success and providing a structured and challenging
business-building process.  CIS DYSF funded three startups
on a mission to  solve the c l imate  cr is is  and food wastage
and improve l i teracy.  

CIS Innovation Day SPRINT Inclusion
Challenge

CIS DYSF

CIS Team Inclusive

Please click on the picture
to access the video  

Stationary Drive
We conducted a stationery drive to support the education of
underprivileged children. All year groups have supported this
initiative by contributing their half. We have had an
overwhelmingly successful drive and are excitedly looking
forward to supporting the education of underprivileged children 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1140Anl6OmTkHwOzzvZNK-XsYMBBpGbvb/view?usp=sharing

